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16 December 2016 

This is the last Ai Group Economics Weekly for 2016. We will resume publication on 3 Feb 2017. 

AUSTRALIAN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENTS 

The last data releases for 2016 confirm the Australian economy is growing slowly and sporadically 

as it continues its transition from a mining investment boom, through a housing construction cycle, 

towards whatever lies ahead in 2017. 

This week’s ABS labour force estimates for November showed a very slow labour market at the 

end of 2016. The headline unemployment rate is stable at 5.6% (trend), but employment growth 

is just 0.7% p.a. and is concentrated in part-time employment. A decreasing participation rate 

through 2016 suggests more job seekers are becoming discouraged, while a record high rate of 

part-time workers (32%) is keeping the under-employment rate relatively elevated, at 8.6% of the 

labour force. This means there is more ‘spare capacity’ in the labour market at the end of 2016 

than is implied by the stable unemployment rate, when considered on its own. 

For businesses, the NAB Monthly Business Survey confirms soft business conditions are 

persisting through Q4, but confidence had improved as of November. For consumers, the 

Westpac Melbourne Institute Index of Consumer Sentiment fell into negative (pessimistic) 

conditions in November, after an extended period of stability, due to concerns about economic 

conditions (particularly the recent Q3 GDP contraction) and the outlook among consumers. 

In the global economy this week, the US Federal Reserve lifted its benchmark interest rate by 25 

basis points to a range of 0.50% to 0.75%. This is only the Fed’s second interest rate hike since 

the GFC. It was enabled by stronger US labour market and inflation expectations. Importantly, it 

may signal an end to an unprecedented period of record low interest rates (near zero) for the US. 

The Fed said it intends to raise rates a further three times in 2017, provided the US economy 

continues to strengthen. If it does so, this would in turn strengthen the US dollar (USD) against 

the Australian dollar (AUD) in 2017, since the difference between US and Australian interest rates 

(a key factor for the AUD-USD exchange rate) will reduce. This would help to counter the influence 

on the AUD of resurgent non-farm commodity prices, which had been pushing the AUD higher in 

2016, compared to its recent trough of 70 US cents in Sep 2015 (see chart 1). At 74 US cents in 

December, the AUD is ending 2016 comfortably under its long-term average of 75 US cents. 
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Chart 1: AUD-USD, commodity price index and terms of trade, to Nov 2016 

 

 Sources: RBA, ABS. 

Australian labour market steady in November 

This week’s ABS labour force estimates for November showed a very slow labour market at the 

end of 2016 (notwithstanding the usual monthly fluctuations in the widely-reported seasonally 

adjusted data series)1 . In trend terms, the unemployment rate was unchanged at 5.6% in 

November and total employment increased by 3,100, taking it up by just 87,300 (+0.7%) over the 

year. Employment growth is very slow, compared to a year earlier (2.6% p.a. in Nov 2015). 

Table 1: Key labour force numbers, November 2016 (trend) 
trend people (000's) % change m/m % change p.a. 

Employment 11,949 0.0  0.7 
Full-time 8,129 -0.0  -0.6 
Part-time 3,820 0.1  3.8 

Aggregate hours worked - 0.1  0.3  

Labour force 12,663 0.0  0.4  

  % of labour force  
Unemployment (trend) 714.0 5.6    
Underemployment (original) 1,088.2 8.6    
Underutilization (original) 1,771.1 14.0    

    

  % of population  
Participation rate (trend) - 64.5    
Employment to population ratio (trend) - 60.9    

                                                 
1 The ABS continues to warn about volatility in the seasonally adjusted labour force data. It recommends that the 

‘Trend series smooth the more volatile seasonally adjusted estimates and provide the best measure of the underlying 

behaviour of the labour market’. These data are therefore presented here in trend terms, unless otherwise stated. 
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Chart 2: Unemployment rate, labour force and employment growth (trend) 

 

Employment growth has been concentrated in part-time work throughout 2016. The proportion of 

the workforce now employed on a part-time basis (35 hours or less per week) is now at a record 

high of 32%. Since the beginning of 2016, the workforce has lost 56,900 full-time jobs but gained 

125,100 part-time jobs. But as of November 2016, even part-time jobs growth appears to slowing 

(+3.8% p.a., down from a recent peak of 4.5% p.a. in June). Full time employment continued to 

contract in November (-0.6% p.a.).  

Monthly hours worked in aggregate across the economy increased by 840,000 hours in 

November, to be just 0.3% higher than one year earlier. All of this annual increase in work hours 

was driven by part-time hours worked (891,900 hours), with a decrease in full-time hours worked 

(51,700 hours). This further emphasises that all of the growth is in part-time employment. 

This change in composition of the labour force from full-time to part time jobs is partly due 

structural changes between sectors of the economy, with work generally increasing in sectors 

that have flexible work hours’ requirements (e.g. more jobs in healthcare, where 46% of workers 

are part-time) but fewer jobs in the more traditional full-time industrial sectors such as 

manufacturing (where 18% of workers are part-time). It also reflects a possible reduction in work 

hours for existing jobs and stronger job seeker preferences for part-time work (for example, as 

participation rises among women and older workers, who tend to favour part-time work). 

The employment to population ratio was steady at 60.9% of the adult population in November, 

down from a recent peak of 61.3% in December 2015 (see table 1). The participation rate declined 

in all months of 2016, falling from a recent high of 65.1% in November 2015 to 64.5% in November 

2016. Demographic factors (such as an ageing population) are influencing the participation rate, 

however it is likely that at least some of the drop in participation is due to increasing numbers of 

‘discouraged’ job-seekers exiting the labour force instead of actively looking for work. 
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Across the states (see Table 2), Victoria enjoyed the strongest employment growth in the year to 

November, adding 106,000 jobs (+3.6% p.a.). This was followed by the ACT (+1.9% p.a.), the NT 

(+1.8% p.a.), South Australia and NSW (+0.6% p.a.). Queensland, WA and Tasmania all recorded 

falls in employment over the year to November. 

Unemployment is highest in SA and WA (both 6.7%) and lowest in the two territories (3.7%). 

Table 2: Key labour force numbers by state, November 2016 (trend) 

 Annual employment growth Unemployment Participation 

Trend Number, ‘000 % p.a. rate % rate % 

NSW 20.9  0.6  4.9  63.4  
VIC 106.3  3.6  5.8  65.6  
Qld -30.8  -1.3  5.9  63.9  
SA 9.5  1.2  6.7  62.1  
WA  -17.4  -1.3  6.7  67.4  
Tas -1.8  -0.8  6.5  59.8  
NT  2.4  1.8  3.7  75.2  
ACT  4.1  1.9  3.7  70.4  

Australia  87.3  0.7  5.6  64.5  

 

Regarding the outlook for the labour market in 2017, more positive results were evident in the 

SEEK online job advertisements report for December, with an increase of 6.0% p.a. in total online 

job ads. The strongest growth in job ads was for recruitment in Information & Communications 

Technology, Health, Manufacturing, Transport and Banking. 

Across the states, online job ads growth was strongest in South Australia (+16.0% p.a.), followed 

Victoria (+12.7% p.a.), the ACT (+10.6% p.a.), Tasmania (+8.3% p.a.), the NT (+8.2% p.a.) and 

NSW (+6.9% p.a.).  

Online job ads in WA fell lower over the year (-11.2% p.a.), suggesting further contractions in the 

WA jobs market are likely in 2017. 

Business conditions deteriorate in November 

The latest National Australia Bank (NAB) Monthly Business Survey shows business 

conditions declined by 1 point to +5 points in November 2016 (results over zero indicate ‘net 

positive’ conditions in this survey), the same as the long-run average of +5 points. This marks the 

fifth month of decline for this index, highlighting (again) the fragility of Australian economic growth 

at present. This trend is broadly in line with Ai Group’s monthly business indicators over the same 

period (see Chart 3), which have been showing some recovery in the Australian PMI®, but stable 

conditions in the Australian PSI® and contractionary conditions in Australian PCI®. 
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As in the Australian PSI® and Australian PCI®, the NAB Survey indicates slowing activity in the 

non-mining parts of the economy through Q4 2016. This follows an outright dip in activity in Q3, 

which was highlighted by a rare fall in GDP (-0.5% q/q) in Q3, will annual GDP growth slowing to 

a below-trend rate of 1.8% p.a. While these latest activity data do not indicate another fall in GDP 

in Q4 (as seen in Q3) they do confirm a relatively sluggish end to 2016.  

Driving these softer conditions in the NAB survey, profitability remained positive but weaker in 

November (from +7 to +5), while trading conditions also subsided (from +11 to +10). The NAB’s 

employment sub-index was steady in the month (+1) while capacity utilisation inched slightly 

higher to 81.3%. The capital expenditure sub-index recovered slightly in the month.  

Across industries in the NAB survey (three month moving averages), conditions remained 

strongest in the large services sectors of finance, business & property services and recreation & 

personal services. Conditions were mildly positive in construction and stable in manufacturing in 

November. Conditions were firmly negative for mining, deteriorating for retail trade and moving 

into negative territory for transport & utilities in November. 

Chart 3: Composite PMI, PSI & PCI index and NAB business conditions 

 
Source: Ai Group and NAB 

In contrast to conditions, the NAB business confidence index improved by 1 point to +5 in 

November, moving closer to its long run average (+6). Despite this improvement, NAB says that 

this level of confidence is not strong enough to stoke higher levels of business investment. 

Confidence (in three-month moving averages) in manufacturing remained mildly positive, while 

construction and mining were positive but to a lesser degree. Confidence across the services 

industries (retail, wholesale, transport finance, business & property services, recreation & 

personal services) also remained broadly positive. 
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Consumer confidence turns negative in December 

The Westpac MI Index of Consumer Sentiment slumped by 3.9% to 97.3 points in December, 

indicating that pessimists now outnumber optimists among Australian households (100 divides 

the optimists from the pessimists in this survey). While consumer confidence has been relatively 

stable over much of 2016, this latest result shows some underlying fragility, with the December 

result the lowest since April 2016 (95.1). 

Fresh concerns over the state of the economy, interest rates and the labour market are likely to 

have tipped the balance towards pessimism in December, according to Westpac. It might also 

reflect a pessimistic response to the weak National Accounts data released by the ABS in the first 

week of December, which confirmed that the Australian economy contracted by 0.5% in Q3. 

International events and conditions may also be weighing on Australian consumer confidence. 

Detailed consumer sentiment sub-indexes for December show that households feel worse off 

than a year earlier and are more pessimistic regarding their finances. Households concerns about 

near and longer term prospects for the economy appear to be mounting. Households are 

significantly less inclined to spend on major items, even in this peak shopping month of 

December. Labour market expectations improved slightly in December. 

Key Westpac MI consumer sentiment sub-indexes for December included (results below 100 

indicate a net negative or pessimistic result for each of these): 

 ‘family finances compared to a year ago’ fell by 2.0% to 86.2 points; 

 ‘family finances over the next 12 months’ fell by 1.8% to 102.5 points;  

 ‘economic conditions over the next 12 months’ fell by 5.2% to 91.6 points; 

 ‘economic conditions over the next 5 years’ fell by 2.5% to 91.6 points;  

 ‘time to buy a major household item’ fell by 7.0% to 114.8 points;  

 ‘time to buy a dwelling’ increased by 2.6% to 102.9 points; and 

 ‘unemployment expectations’ fell by 0.8% (indicating more confidence about job security) to 

139.1 points, indicating an easing concerns about job security. 
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This week’s data and events, 12 December – 16 December 2016 

Day Date Data/event Data period  Previous release 

Mon 12 Dec ABS lending finance Oct (M) 
personal -2.4% m/m; 
commercial +0.8% p.a. 

Tue 13 Dec ABS residential property price indexes   Sep (Q) 
weighted avg +1.5% q/q; 
+3.5% p.a. 

  NAB monthly business survey Nov (M) 
conditions: +5 
confidence: +5 

Wed  14 Dec ABS sales of new motor vehicles Nov (M) -0.6% m/m; -1.1% p.a. 

  Westpac-MI consumer confidence index  Dec (M) 97.3 

Thu 15 Dec ABS labour force Australia Nov (M) 
employment +0.7% p.a. 
unemployment rate 5.6% 
(trend) 

     
M = monthly. Q = quarterly. H = half-yearly. A = annual. All data are seasonally adjusted unless otherwise noted. 

 
Next week’s data and events, 19 December – 23 December 2016 

Day Date Data/event 
Data period 
due for release 

Previous release 

Tue 20 Dec RBA meeting minutes   Dec (M) - 

Wed  21 Dec Dept. of Employment skilled vacancies Nov (M) Oct: IVI +1.9%m/m; +2.2% p.a. 

Thu 22 Dec ABS labour force – detailed quarterly Nov (Q) - 

     
M = monthly. Q = quarterly. H = half-yearly. A = annual. All data are seasonally adjusted unless otherwise noted. 
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Australian economy: latest full-year estimates and government forecasts 

RBA (Nov 2016) 
2014-15 
actual 

2015-16 
actual 

2015-16 
f 

2016-17 
f 

2017-18 
f 

2018-19 
p 

2019-20 
p 

GDP, % change p.a. 2.2 3.3 2.5-3.5 2.5-3.5 2.5-3.5 -  

Inflation (CPI), % change p.a. 1.5 1.0 1.5 1.5-2.5 1.5-2.5 -  

Treasury (May 2016)        

GDP, % change p.a. 2.2 3.3 2.5 2.5 3.0 3.0 3.0 

  Household consumption, % p.a. 2.7 2.9 3.0 3.0 3.0   

  Dwelling investment, % p.a. 7.9 8.3 8.0 2.0 1.0   

  Business investment, % p.a. -6.2 -14.7 -11.0 -5.0 0.0   

Employment growth, % p.a. 1.6 1.9 2.0 1.75 1.75 1.25 1.5 

Unemployment rate, % 6.1 5.8 5.75 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5 

Terms of trade, % change p.a. -10.3 -5.4 -8.75 1.25 0.0   

Inflation (CPI), % change p.a. 1.5 1.0 1.25 2.0 2.25 2.5 2.5 

Wages (WPI), % change p.a. 2.3 2.1 2.25 2.5 2.75 3.25 3.5 

Sources: ABS various data; RBA Statement on Monetary Policy; and Australian Treasury, Federal Budget 2016-17. f = forecast. p = projection. 

Australian economy: latest indicators 

Economy FX and commodity prices (as of Friday) 

RBA official cash rate, % Nov (M) 1.50      - AUD/USD exchange rate US$0.7364      ▼ 

Real GDP, % change p.a. Sep (Q) 1.8%    ▼ Oil price (WTI light crude, USD/BBL) US$51.11        ▲ 

Headline CPI, % change p.a. Sep (Q) 1.3%    ▲ Gold price (USD/OZ) US$1,126.60   ▲ 

Unemployment rate, % trend Nov (M) 5.6%    - Copper price (USD/tonne, LME spot) US$5,734.00   ▼ 

Australian Industry Group monthly indexes 

Australian PMI®   Nov (M) 

Australian PSI®   Nov (M) 

Australian PCI®   Nov (M) 

 

54.2 ▲ 

51.5 ▲ 

46.6 ▲ 

M = monthly. Q = quarterly. All data are seasonally adjusted unless otherwise noted. 

Arrows represent direction of movement relative to last week for prices, and last observation for growth rates and indexes. 

Sources: ABS various data; Ai Group; Australian Financial Review market prices (as of Fri); London Metals Exchange market prices (as of Fri). 
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